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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 2 
"2. A unified shader comprising:"  

2 

2. A unified shader comprising: The LG 49UH6500 television and X Power LS755 phone (collectively, the “LG Products”) include a unified 
shader. 
 

 
  
See http://www.lg.com/us/support-product/lg-49UH6500.  
 

 
See http://www.lg.com/us/cell-phones/lg-LS755-x-power-boost-mobile. 
 
The LG Products include one of the following System-on-Chips (SoCs): M16 and MediaTek MT6755M. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 2 
"2. A unified shader comprising:"  

3 

 

 
See LG LED TV Service Manual, Chassis: UA63J, Model: 43UH6500, p.28, available at 
https://lg.encompass.com/shop/model_research_docs/?file=/ZEN/sm/43UH6500UB.pdf.1/  
 
 

                                                 
1/ The LG 49UH6500 television and the LG 43UH6500 television are part of the LG UH6500 Series televisions. See 
http://www.lg.com/us/support/products/documents/UH6500_Series_Spec_Sheet_Updated_10112016.pdf. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 2 
"2. A unified shader comprising:"  
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See http://www.lg.com/us/cell-phones/lg-LS755-x-power-boost-mobile.  
 
The SoCs include one of the following ARM Mali graphics processing units (the “Mali GPUs”): T760 MP2 
and T860 MP2. 
 

 
See LG LED TV Service Manual, Chassis: UA63J, Model: 43UH6500, p.123, available at 
https://lg.encompass.com/shop/model_research_docs/?file=/ZEN/sm/43UH6500UB.pdf.  
 
 

 
See http://cnoemphone.com/blog/mediatek-mt6755-helio-p10-specs-benchmark-and-smartphone-list.  
 
The Mali GPUs share substantially similar structure, function, and operation.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 2 
"2. A unified shader comprising:"  

5 

 
See http://www.arm.com/products/graphics-and-multimedia/mali-gpu. 
 
For example, the Mali GPUs include multiple shader cores (SCs).  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 2 
"2. A unified shader comprising:"  

6 

 
See http://www.arm.com/products/multimedia/mali-gpu/high-performance/mali-t860-t880.php 
 
The Mali GPUs implement “a unified shader core architecture.” 

 
See https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-
machine-part-3--the-shader-core.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 2 
"a general purpose register block for maintaining data;"  
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a general purpose register block for 
maintaining data; 

The LG Products include a general purpose register block for maintaining data.  
 
For example, “[e]very thread has its own registers…stack pointer and private stack[.]”  Furthermore, 
“[s]hared read only registers are used for kernel arguments[.]” 
 

 
 
Additionally, the Mali GPUs include the Mali GPU includes a Vertex Queue, Fragment Queue, Thread Pool, 
Load/Store Pipe, Caches, and registers. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 2 
"a general purpose register block for maintaining data;"  

8 

 
See The Mali GPU: An Abstract Machine, Part 3 - The Midgard Shader Core, 
https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-machine-
part-3--the-shader-core.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 2 
"a general purpose register block for maintaining data;"  

9 

 
See The Mali GPU: An Abstract Machine, Part 3 - The Midgard Shader Core, 
https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-machine-
part-3--the-shader-core.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 2 
"a processor unit;"  
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a processor unit; The LG Products include a processor unit.  
 
For example, the Mali GPU includes multiple shader cores. 
 

 
 
See http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/OpenGLES3.x/arm_mali_gpu_opengl_es_3-
x_developer_guide_en.pdf.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 2 
"a sequencer, coupled to the general purpose register block and the processor unit, the sequencer maintaining instructions operative to cause the processor 

unit to execute vertex calculation and pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained in the general purpose register block; and"  

11 

a sequencer, coupled to the general purpose 
register block and the processor unit, the 
sequencer maintaining instructions 
operative to cause the processor unit to 
execute vertex calculation and pixel 
calculation operations on selected data 
maintained in the general purpose register 
block; and 

The LG Products include a sequencer, coupled to the general purpose register block and the processor unit, 
the sequencer maintaining instructions operative to cause the processor unit to execute vertex calculation and 
pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained in the general purpose register block. 
 
For example, the Mali GPUs include the Vertex Thread Creator, Fragment Thread Creator, Compute Thread 
Creator, the Thread Pool (also known as the Thread Issue), which feed the processor unit with instructions for 
the processor to execute vertex and pixel operations in the general purpose register block. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 2 
"a sequencer, coupled to the general purpose register block and the processor unit, the sequencer maintaining instructions operative to cause the processor 

unit to execute vertex calculation and pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained in the general purpose register block; and"  

12 

See https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-
machine-part-3--the-shader-core. 
 

 
 
See ARM Midgard Architecture, p.11, available at 
http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/ARM_Game_Developer_Days/PDFs/2-Mali-GPU-architecture-
overview-and-tile-local-storage.pdf. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 2 
"a sequencer, coupled to the general purpose register block and the processor unit, the sequencer maintaining instructions operative to cause the processor 

unit to execute vertex calculation and pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained in the general purpose register block; and"  

13 

 
 
See Ryan Smith, ARM’s Mali Midgard Architecture Explored, http://www.anandtech.com/show/8234/arms-
mali-midgard-architecture-explored/4.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 2 
"a sequencer, coupled to the general purpose register block and the processor unit, the sequencer maintaining instructions operative to cause the processor 

unit to execute vertex calculation and pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained in the general purpose register block; and"  

14 

 
See https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-
machine-part-3--the-shader-core. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 2 
"a sequencer, coupled to the general purpose register block and the processor unit, the sequencer maintaining instructions operative to cause the processor 

unit to execute vertex calculation and pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained in the general purpose register block; and"  

15 

 
See https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-
machine-part-3--the-shader-core. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 2 
"a sequencer, coupled to the general purpose register block and the processor unit, the sequencer maintaining instructions operative to cause the processor 

unit to execute vertex calculation and pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained in the general purpose register block; and"  

16 

 
 
See ARM Midgard Architecture, p.11, available at 
http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/ARM_Game_Developer_Days/PDFs/2-Mali-GPU-architecture-
overview-and-tile-local-storage.pdf.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 2 
" wherein the processor unit executes instructions that generate a pixel color in response to selected data from the general purpose register block and 

generates vertex position and appearance data in response to selected data from the general purpose register block."  

17 

wherein the processor unit executes 
instructions that generate a pixel color in 
response to selected data from the general 
purpose register block and generates vertex 
position and appearance data in response to 
selected data from the general purpose 
register block. 

The LG Products include the processor unit that executes instructions that generate a pixel color in response 
to selected data from the general purpose register block and generates vertex position and appearance data in 
response to selected data from the general purpose register block. 
 
For example, the Mali GPUs include the Tripipe block that further includes the Arithmetic Pipeline(s), the 
Load/Store Pipeline, and the Texture Pipeline. The Arithmetic Pipeline “is a SIMD vector processing engine”; 
the Texture Pipeline “is responsible for all memory access to do with textures”; and the Load/Store Pipeline 
“is responsible for all memory access which are not related to texturing,” such as reading attributes, writing 
varyings, and reading varyings. 
 

 
 

See https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-
machine-part-3--the-shader-core.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 2 
" wherein the processor unit executes instructions that generate a pixel color in response to selected data from the general purpose register block and 

generates vertex position and appearance data in response to selected data from the general purpose register block."  
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See https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-
machine-part-3--the-shader-core.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 3 
"3. A unified shader comprising:"  
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3. A unified shader comprising: The LG Products include a unified shader. 
 
See supra Claim 2. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 3 
"a processor unit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel calculation operations; and"  

20 

a processor unit operative to perform vertex 
calculation operations and pixel calculation 
operations; and 

The LG Products include a processor unit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel 
calculation operations.  
 
For example, the Mali GPU includes multiple shader cores, each of which handles vertex and fragment 
processing. 
 

 
 
See http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/OpenGLES3.x/arm_mali_gpu_opengl_es_3-
x_developer_guide_en.pdf.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 3 
"a processor unit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel calculation operations; and"  

21 

 
 
See http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/OpenGLES3.x/arm_mali_gpu_opengl_es_3-
x_developer_guide_en.pdf.   
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 3 
"shared resources, operatively coupled to the processor unit;"  
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shared resources, operatively coupled to the 
processor unit; 

The LG Products include shared resources, operatively coupled to the processor unit. 
 
For example, the Mali GPUs include the Mali GPU includes a Vertex Queue and Fragment Queue coupled to 
the shader cores and the Thread Pool, Compute Thread Creator,  Load/Store Pipe, Caches, and registers 
coupled to the Tri Pipe. 
 

 
See The Mali GPU: An Abstract Machine, Part 3 - The Midgard Shader Core, 
https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-machine-
part-3--the-shader-core.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 3 
"shared resources, operatively coupled to the processor unit;"  

23 

 
 

See https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-
machine-part-3--the-shader-core.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 3 
"shared resources, operatively coupled to the processor unit;"  

24 

 
 
See ARM Midgard Architecture, p.11, available at 
http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/ARM_Game_Developer_Days/PDFs/2-Mali-GPU-architecture-
overview-and-tile-local-storage.pdf.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 3 
"the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform pixel calculation operations 

until enough shared resources become available and then use the shared resources to perform vertex calculation operations."  

25 

the processor unit operative to use the 
shared resources for either vertex data or 
pixel information and operative to perform 
pixel calculation operations until enough 
shared resources become available and then 
use the shared resources to perform vertex 
calculation operations. 

The LG Products include the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or 
pixel information and operative to perform pixel calculation operations until enough shared resources become 
available and then use the shared resources to perform vertex calculation operations. 
 
The processor unit is operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information. For 
example, the Mali GPUs include the Vertex Thread Creator, Fragment Thread Creator, Compute Thread 
Creator, the Thread Pool (also known as the Thread Issue), which feed the processor unit with instructions for 
the processor to execute vertex and pixel operations. 
 

 
 

See https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-
machine-part-3--the-shader-core. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 3 
"the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform pixel calculation operations 

until enough shared resources become available and then use the shared resources to perform vertex calculation operations."  

26 

 
 
See ARM Midgard Architecture, p.11, available at 
http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/ARM_Game_Developer_Days/PDFs/2-Mali-GPU-architecture-
overview-and-tile-local-storage.pdf. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 3 
"the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform pixel calculation operations 

until enough shared resources become available and then use the shared resources to perform vertex calculation operations."  

27 

 
 
See Ryan Smith, ARM’s Mali Midgard Architecture Explored, http://www.anandtech.com/show/8234/arms-
mali-midgard-architecture-explored/4.  
 
The processor unit is operative to perform pixel calculation operations until enough shared resources become 
available and then use the shared resources to perform vertex calculation operations. For example, the 
arithmetic and load/store pipelines “can progress under a pending Texture instruction.” 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 3 
"the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform pixel calculation operations 

until enough shared resources become available and then use the shared resources to perform vertex calculation operations."  

28 

 
See ARM, The ARM Mali –T880 Mobile GPU, p.19, available at http://www.hotchips.org/wp-
content/uploads/hc_archives/hc27/HC27.25-Tuesday-Epub/HC27.25.50-GPU-Epub/HC27.25.531-Mali-
T880-Bratt-ARM-2015_08_23.pdf/. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 3 
"the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform pixel calculation operations 

until enough shared resources become available and then use the shared resources to perform vertex calculation operations."  

29 

 
 

See https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/02/03/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-
machine-part-1.  
 
In addition, the Mali GPUs include the Inter-Core Task Management that assigns tasks to the shader cores.  
 

 
 

See http://www.anandtech.com/show/8234/arms-mali-midgard-architecture-explored/4.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 3 
"the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform pixel calculation operations 

until enough shared resources become available and then use the shared resources to perform vertex calculation operations."  

30 

 
 

See http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/ARM_Game_Developer_Days/PDFs/2-Mali-GPU-architecture-
overview-and-tile-local-storage.pdf.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 3 
"the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform pixel calculation operations 

until enough shared resources become available and then use the shared resources to perform vertex calculation operations."  
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See http://www.eetimes.com/document.asp?doc_id=1278897.   
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 4 
"4. A unified shader comprising:"  
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4. A unified shader comprising: The LG Products include a unified shader. 
 
See supra Claim 2. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 4 
"a processor unit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel calculation operations; and"  

33 

a processor unit operative to perform vertex 
calculation operations and pixel calculation 
operations; and 

The LG Products include a processor unit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel 
calculation operations.  
 
For example, the Mali GPU includes multiple shader cores, each of which handles vertex and fragment 
processing. 
 

 
 
See http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/OpenGLES3.x/arm_mali_gpu_opengl_es_3-
x_developer_guide_en.pdf.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 4 
"a processor unit operative to perform vertex calculation operations and pixel calculation operations; and"  

34 

 
 
See http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/OpenGLES3.x/arm_mali_gpu_opengl_es_3-
x_developer_guide_en.pdf.   
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 4 
"the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform vertex calculation operations 

until enough shared resources become available and then use the shared resources to perform pixel calculation operations."  
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shared resources, operatively coupled to the 
processor unit; 

The LG Products include shared resources, operatively coupled to the processor unit. 
 
For example, he Mali GPUs include the Mali GPU includes a Vertex Queue and Fragment Queue coupled to 
the shader cores and the Thread Pool, Compute Thread Creator,  Load/Store Pipe, Caches, and registers 
coupled to the Tri Pipe. 
 

 
See The Mali GPU: An Abstract Machine, Part 3 - The Midgard Shader Core, 
https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-machine-
part-3--the-shader-core.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 4 
"the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform vertex calculation operations 

until enough shared resources become available and then use the shared resources to perform pixel calculation operations."  

36 

 
 

See https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-
machine-part-3--the-shader-core.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 4 
"the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform vertex calculation operations 

until enough shared resources become available and then use the shared resources to perform pixel calculation operations."  

37 

 
 
See ARM Midgard Architecture, p.11, available at 
http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/ARM_Game_Developer_Days/PDFs/2-Mali-GPU-architecture-
overview-and-tile-local-storage.pdf. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 4 
"the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform vertex calculation operations 

until enough shared resources become available and then use the shared resources to perform pixel calculation operations."  

38 

the processor unit operative to use the 
shared resources for either vertex data or 
pixel information and operative to perform 
vertex calculation operations until enough 
shared resources become available and then 
use the shared resources to perform pixel 
calculation operations. 

The LG Products include the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or 
pixel information and operative to perform vertex calculation operations until enough shared resources 
become available and then use the shared resources to perform pixel calculation operations. 
 
The processor unit is operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information. For 
example, the Mali GPUs include the Vertex Thread Creator, Fragment Thread Creator, Compute Thread 
Creator, the Thread Pool (also known as the Thread Issue), which feed the processor unit with instructions for 
the processor to execute vertex and pixel operations. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 4 
"the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform vertex calculation operations 

until enough shared resources become available and then use the shared resources to perform pixel calculation operations."  

39 

 
See https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-
machine-part-3--the-shader-core. 
 

 
 
See ARM Midgard Architecture, p.11, available at 
http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/ARM_Game_Developer_Days/PDFs/2-Mali-GPU-architecture-
overview-and-tile-local-storage.pdf. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 4 
"the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform vertex calculation operations 

until enough shared resources become available and then use the shared resources to perform pixel calculation operations."  

40 

 
 
See Ryan Smith, ARM’s Mali Midgard Architecture Explored, http://www.anandtech.com/show/8234/arms-
mali-midgard-architecture-explored/4.  
 
The processor unit is operative to perform pixel calculation operations until enough shared resources become 
available and then use the shared resources to perform pixel calculation operations. For example, the 
arithmetic and load/store pipelines “can progress under a pending Texture instruction.” 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 4 
"the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform vertex calculation operations 

until enough shared resources become available and then use the shared resources to perform pixel calculation operations."  

41 

 
See ARM, The ARM Mali –T880 Mobile GPU, p.19, available at http://www.hotchips.org/wp-
content/uploads/hc_archives/hc27/HC27.25-Tuesday-Epub/HC27.25.50-GPU-Epub/HC27.25.531-Mali-
T880-Bratt-ARM-2015_08_23.pdf/. 
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 4 
"the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform vertex calculation operations 

until enough shared resources become available and then use the shared resources to perform pixel calculation operations."  

42 

 
 

See https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/02/03/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-
machine-part-1.  
 
In addition, the Mali GPUs include the Inter-Core Task Management that assigns tasks to the shader cores.  
 

 
 

See http://www.anandtech.com/show/8234/arms-mali-midgard-architecture-explored/4.  
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U.S. Patent No. 8,760,454: Claim 4 
"the processor unit operative to use the shared resources for either vertex data or pixel information and operative to perform vertex calculation operations 

until enough shared resources become available and then use the shared resources to perform pixel calculation operations."  
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See http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/ARM_Game_Developer_Days/PDFs/2-Mali-GPU-architecture-
overview-and-tile-local-storage.pdf.  
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See http://www.eetimes.com/document.asp?doc_id=1278897.   
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5. A unified shader comprising: The LG Products include a unified shader. 
 
See supra Claim 2. 
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a processor unit; The LG Products include a processor unit.  
 
For example, the LG Products include a plurality of shader cores.  
 

 
 
See http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/OpenGLES3.x/arm_mali_gpu_opengl_es_3-
x_developer_guide_en.pdf.   
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a sequencer coupled to the processor unit, 
the sequencer maintaining instructions 
operative to cause the processor unit to 
execute vertex calculation and pixel 
calculation operations on selected data 
maintained in a store depending upon an 
amount of space available in the store. 

The LG Products include a sequencer coupled to the processor unit, the sequencer maintaining instructions 
operative to cause the processor unit to execute vertex calculations and pixel calculation operations on 
selected data maintained in a store depending upon an amount of space available in the store.  
 
The LG Products include a sequencer coupled to the processor unit. For example, the Mali GPU includes a 
Vertex Queue and Fragment Queue shared by the shader cores and a Thread Pool, Load/Store Pipe, Caches, 
and registers within each shader core. 
 

 
See The Mali GPU: An Abstract Machine, Part 3 - The Midgard Shader Core, 
https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-machine-
part-3--the-shader-core.  
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See The Mali GPU: An Abstract Machine, Part 3 - The Midgard Shader Core, 
https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-machine-
part-3--the-shader-core.  
 
The sequencer maintains instructions operative to cause the processor unit to execute vertex calculations and 
pixel calculation operations on selected data maintained in a store depending upon an amount of space 
available in the store. For example, the vertex queue stores the vertex workloads while the fragment queue 
stores the fragment workloads.  
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See The Mali GPU: An Abstract Machine, Part 3 - The Midgard Shader Core, 
https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-machine-
part-3--the-shader-core.  
 
The Thread Pool issues instructions to the three types of pipelines in the shader core for processing.  
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See http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/ARM_Game_Developer_Days/PDFs/2-Mali-GPU-architecture-
overview-and-tile-local-storage.pdf.  
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See ARM, ARM Tools Part 2, Best Optimization Practices for Mobile Platforms, p.11, available at 
http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/ARM_Game_Developer_Days/PDFs/6%20-
%20ARM%20Tools%20Part%202-
%20Best%20Optimization%20Practices%20for%20Mobile%20Platforms.pdf.  
 

 
 

See https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-
machine-part-3--the-shader-core.  
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See ARM, The ARM Mali –T880 Mobile GPU, p.19, available at http://www.hotchips.org/wp-
content/uploads/hc_archives/hc27/HC27.25-Tuesday-Epub/HC27.25.50-GPU-Epub/HC27.25.531-Mali-
T880-Bratt-ARM-2015_08_23.pdf/.  
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11. A unified shader comprising: The LG Products include a unified shader. 
 
See supra Claim 2. 
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a processor unit flexibly controlled to 
perform vertex manipulation operations 
and pixel manipulation operations based on 
vertex or pixel workload; and 

The LG Products include a processor unit flexibly controlled to perform vertex manipulation operations and 
pixel manipulation operations based on vertex or pixel workload.  
 
The LG Products include a processor unit that flexibly performs vertex manipulation operations and pixel 
manipulation operations.  
 

 
 
See http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/OpenGLES3.x/arm_mali_gpu_opengl_es_3-
x_developer_guide_en.pdf. 
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See http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/OpenGLES3.x/arm_mali_gpu_opengl_es_3-
x_developer_guide_en.pdf. 
 
The processors unit performs vertex and pixel manipulation operations based on vertex or pixel workload.  
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See https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-
machine-part-3--the-shader-core. 
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See https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/02/03/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-
machine-part-1.  
 

 
See http://www.anandtech.com/show/8234/arms-mali-midgard-architecture-explored/4.  
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See http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/ARM_Game_Developer_Days/PDFs/2-Mali-GPU-architecture-
overview-and-tile-local-storage.pdf.   
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See http://www.eetimes.com/document.asp?doc_id=1278897.  
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See ARM, The ARM Mali –T880 Mobile GPU, p.9, available at http://www.hotchips.org/wp-
content/uploads/hc_archives/hc27/HC27.25-Tuesday-Epub/HC27.25.50-GPU-Epub/HC27.25.531-Mali-
T880-Bratt-ARM-2015_08_23.pdf/. 
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an instruction store and wherein the 
processor unit of the unified shader 
performs the vertex manipulation 
operations and pixel manipulation 
operations at various degrees of completion 
based on switching between instructions in 
the instruction store. 

The LG Products include an instruction store and wherein the processor unit of the unified shader performs 
the vertex manipulation operations and pixel manipulation operations at various degrees of completion based 
on switching between instructions in the instruction store. 
 
The Mali GPUs include an instruction store. For example, the Mali GPU includes a Vertex Queue, Fragment 
Queue, Thread Pool, Load/Store Pipe, Caches, and registers. 
 

 
See The Mali GPU: An Abstract Machine, Part 3 - The Midgard Shader Core, 
https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-machine-
part-3--the-shader-core.  
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See The Mali GPU: An Abstract Machine, Part 3 - The Midgard Shader Core, 
https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-machine-
part-3--the-shader-core. 
 
The processor unit of the unified shader performs vertex and pixel manipulation operations at various degrees 
of completion based on switching between instructions in the instruction store.  For example, “Mali GPUs 
support simultaneous vertex and fragment shading[.]”  Moreover “[v]ertex shading for RT N+1 run[s] at the 
same time as fragment shading for RT N[.]”  
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See ARM, The ARM Mali –T880 Mobile GPU, p.9, available at http://www.hotchips.org/wp-
content/uploads/hc_archives/hc27/HC27.25-Tuesday-Epub/HC27.25.50-GPU-Epub/HC27.25.531-Mali-
T880-Bratt-ARM-2015_08_23.pdf/. 
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See http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/ARM_Game_Developer_Days/PDFs/2-Mali-GPU-architecture-
overview-and-tile-local-storage.pdf. 
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See ARM, ARM Tools Part 2, Best Optimization Practices for Mobile Platforms, p.11, available at 
http://malideveloper.arm.com/downloads/ARM_Game_Developer_Days/PDFs/6%20-
%20ARM%20Tools%20Part%202-
%20Best%20Optimization%20Practices%20for%20Mobile%20Platforms.pdf.  
 
 

 
See https://community.arm.com/groups/arm-mali-graphics/blog/2014/03/12/the-mali-gpu-an-abstract-
machine-part-3--the-shader-core. 
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See ARM, The ARM Mali –T880 Mobile GPU, p.19, available at http://www.hotchips.org/wp-
content/uploads/hc_archives/hc27/HC27.25-Tuesday-Epub/HC27.25.50-GPU-Epub/HC27.25.531-Mali-
T880-Bratt-ARM-2015_08_23.pdf/. 
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